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Luminiferous Funeral is an interdisciplinary VR game-art work with a physical-sensory perception 

installation. This collaborative work focuses on exploring the invisible erosion of climate change and 

environmental breakdown to birds and plants in Canada by offering audiences an opportunity to 

dialogue with nature. It is also a project of collaboration with environmental scientist and professor at 

Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia, Marco Pesce. In this project, he will provide related data and sustaina-

bility strategies to produce the game content collaboratively. 

L U M I N I F E R O U S  F U N E R A L

MR game art project
YEAR - 2019-present
Artist:  Racelar Ho (IVAS group founder)
Computer Engineer: Sarah Vollmer (IVAS group member)
Environmental Scientist: Marco Pesce (IVAS group member)

Presented/Published:  
• EVA London, 2021; London, UK.
• EAI Dion - 2nd EAI International Conference on Data and 

Information, 2021; Florianópolis, Brazil.
• Urban-Related Sensoria, 2020; Koli, Finland.

WEBSITE - https://www.racelarho.com/luminiferous-funeral-19-20

Funded by:
• Alice Lab, York University, Associate Professor - Graham 

Wakefiled.
• VISTA (Vision: Science to Applications), York University.
• CIBC Student Award.
• NOTCHvfx: 10bit FX Limited
• 
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FIG 1. Concept map of 
Luminiferous Funeral

FIG 2. Prototype of A.I. 
Philosopher
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FIG 3. Concept map of Luminiferous Funeral
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FIG  4. Game mechanics and logic
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FIG  5. Concept art of game environment
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FIG 6. Concept art of haotic joystick
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FIG 7. Evolution of the design of hand models and their Virtual Reality (VR) representation. The on-body haptic systems are integrated and worn as a participant is surprised by unseen creatures 
that approach her, triggering the vibro-tactile sensations. Notice the rings used to represent the virtual hand, located top panel. This minimalistic aesthetic competes with the bulky reality of current 
technology.  (©IVAS)
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FIG 8. Design of 2nd edition on-body haptics. Custom printed circuit board (PCB) designs connect a single RaspberryPiW0 to eight 
haptic actuators. These vibro-tactile components are controlled via WiFi Open Sound Control (OSC) commands and are positioned at 
points along the body. The new design of the haptic boards allows for easy interchanging of components. (©IVAS)
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FIG 9. Exhibition scene 
- detail perspective view
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FIG 10. Exhibition scene - top view of layout and concept plan
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This interdisciplinary project, Shanawdithit 360°, extends from the academic environment at York University to form a small ‘ecosystem’ with Tapestry Opera and a group of Indigenous artists. Together, we will produce a 

five-minute remix of Shanawdithit. Created by the acclaimed Algonquin playwright Yvette Nolan and the celebrated composer Dean Burry, it is based on the drawings and writings by Shanawdithithistory. 

S H A N A W D I T H I T  V R #

RACELAR HO

VR Filme
YEAR - 2020-present
Director/Producer:  Sarah Choi
Director of Photography: Nikolay Michaylov
Sound Designer: Michael Trommer
VFX/Animator: Racelar Ho
Production Crew: Salar Pashtoonyar, Cihan “G” Sahin, Kat Zoumbolakis
Cast: 
Spirit - Aria Evan (Mi’kmaq/Black/settler)
Shanawdithit - Marion Newman (Kwagiulth and Stó:lo)  

Producer at Tapestry Opera:  Jaime Martino, Executive Director
WEBSITE - https://www.racelarho.com/shanawdithit-360-vr
VIDEO - https://vimeo.com/439739496/d53adc4115
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This interdisciplinary project, Shanawdithit 360°, extends from the academic environment at York University to form a small ‘ecosystem’ with Tapestry Opera and a group of Indigenous artists. Together, we will produce a 

five-minute remix of Shanawdithit. Created by the acclaimed Algonquin playwright Yvette Nolan and the celebrated composer Dean Burry, it is based on the drawings and writings by Shanawdithithistory. 
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FRONT VIEW
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FLYING INTO MY SELF’, which is a computer game, it describes a poetry space about death and lives. Pieces of fragile sentences in the game, which are distributed to each fish, are originated from the poetries written by me near six years long. Audiences or play-FLYING INTO MY SELF’, which is a computer game, it describes a poetry space about death and lives. Pieces of fragile sentences in the game, which are distributed to each fish, are originated from the poetries written by me near six years long. Audiences or play-

ers need to catch each fish met in the game and had a conversation with them and then reconstruct their own mentally poetry space. ers need to catch each fish met in the game and had a conversation with them and then reconstruct their own mentally poetry space. 

F L Y I N G  I N T O  M Y S E L F #
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FLYING INTO MY SELF’, which is a computer game, it describes a poetry space about death and lives. Pieces of fragile sentences in the game, which are distributed to each fish, are originated from the poetries written by me near six years long. Audiences or play-FLYING INTO MY SELF’, which is a computer game, it describes a poetry space about death and lives. Pieces of fragile sentences in the game, which are distributed to each fish, are originated from the poetries written by me near six years long. Audiences or play-

ers need to catch each fish met in the game and had a conversation with them and then reconstruct their own mentally poetry space. ers need to catch each fish met in the game and had a conversation with them and then reconstruct their own mentally poetry space. 

RACELAR HO

VIDEO GAME INSTALLA-
TION

YEAR - 2018
SIZE - RANDOM SIZE

HARDWARE REQUIREMENT:
SYSTEM - WINDOWS 7 / 10

 NVIDIA 1060/ 1070/ 
1080/ 2070
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RACELAR HO

VIDEO INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION
MATERIAL - Single-chip micro-
computer, customised pillow-like 
installation, full-color video, wood-
en platform
YEAR - 2018
SIZE - random size
WEBSITE - https://www.racelar-
ho.com/grassing-brezing-be-
come-freeze 



- 01 - - 02 - - 03 - - 04 -

#BLUEPRINTS are a cooperated work #BLUEPRINTS are a cooperated work 
with Dan YU. with Dan YU. 
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GRASSING, BREZING, BECOME FREEZE’, it is focused on the construction of a mental environment to question the identity myself. The breathing pillow GRASSING, BREZING, BECOME FREEZE’, it is focused on the construction of a mental environment to question the identity myself. The breathing pillow 

to some extent presents the overpressure mentality world, and the narrative of the video question the identity as a human being.to some extent presents the overpressure mentality world, and the narrative of the video question the identity as a human being.

G R A S S I N G ,  B R E Z I N G ,  B E C O M E  F R E E Z E #
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For generations six waterways crossed 

our city.  Their gentle flows connect-

ing people and ideas.  As late as my 

fathers generation these waterways 

were a vital part of the community 

offering children a place to swim and 

neighbors a place to gather.  In times 

of modernization and growth these 

once modern relics of our history and 

culture have been lost in favor of 

more efficient systems of transporta-

tion, but the generations remember 

and still reach their organic flow.  

L A N D S C A P E  O F  S P I R I -
T U A L I S M #
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SPACE INSTALLATION ART
MATERIAL -metal-warpped frame, red fluorescent tube, wood-

en board,  metal racks, red hand interactive installation
   YEAR - 2017 

SIZE - random size
WEBSITE - https://www.racelarho.com/landscape-of-spiritual-

ism 
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Societies are made up of countless material constructions – commodities, urban areas, 

jobs, and families.  Each material laid out in multiple spaces and develop a hybrid realm 

that drives and relies on each other. In the aspect of human evolution, identities seems to 

be ambiguous. You, she, he, they, and I seem to be attached to a series of DNA sequences 

consisting of dotted lines between diverse individu. People, however, are divided and criti-

cized by knowledge, and then it structures invisible boundaries due to the continuousness of 

human civilizations penetrating.

D Y N A M I C S  /  B R E A T H I N G #

SPACE INSTALLATION ART
MATERIAL - red metal stick, mortor, microcomputer, balance roller devide, red metal           plate, red 
fluorescent tube, white rain shoes
   YEAR - 2016 
SIZE - random size 
WEBSITE - https://www.racelarho.com/dynamics-breathing
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Societies are made up of countless material constructions – commodities, urban areas, 

jobs, and families.  Each material laid out in multiple spaces and develop a hybrid realm 

that drives and relies on each other. In the aspect of human evolution, identities seems to 

be ambiguous. You, she, he, they, and I seem to be attached to a series of DNA sequences 

consisting of dotted lines between diverse individu. People, however, are divided and criti-

cized by knowledge, and then it structures invisible boundaries due to the continuousness of 

human civilizations penetrating.

D Y N A M I C S  /  B R E A T H I N G #

SPACE INSTALLATION ART
MATERIAL - red metal stick, mortor, microcomputer, balance roller devide, red metal           plate, red 
fluorescent tube, white rain shoes
   YEAR - 2016 
SIZE - random size 
WEBSITE - https://www.racelarho.com/dynamics-breathing
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Wood an red mesh of twine. This internal psychological landscape appears to be inspired by the distractions of the external world, a place that is much quieter yet there are traces of spiral movements in the string, 

everything encased in a blanket red net. A type of silence where everything is reduced to the minimum.space. 

S T R I N G  S O L I T A R Y #

SPACE INSTALLATION ART
MATERIAL - red net, hot glue, carbon, nail
   YEAR - 2016
SIZE - random size

WEBSITE - https://www.racelarho.com/installation-art

Silence is for lifeless.

Out of the celestial-land is none lighting.

Only one lamp is too difficult to be interacting.
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Wood an red mesh of twine. This internal psychological landscape appears to be inspired by the distractions of the external world, a place that is much quieter yet there are traces of spiral movements in the string, 

everything encased in a blanket red net. A type of silence where everything is reduced to the minimum.space. 
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ALICE LAB, DIGITAL MEDIA,
YORK  UNIVERSITY

TORONTO
CA

RACELAR@YORKU.CA
WWW.RACELARHO.COM


